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FIRst INtERNAtIoNAL McLuHAN 
coNFERENcE ANd FEstIvAL
From november 7 to 10, 2011, toronto hosted the most  
significant gathering of mcluhan thinkers and creators  
ever assembled, at the first marshall mcluhan conference: 
then | now | next: International conference and DeW line 
Festival. this was the centrepiece of a year-long celebra-
tion led by the Director of the mcluhan Program in culture 
and  technology, dominique scheffel-dunand, to honour the 
centenary of marshall mcluhan’s birth. a unique interdisci-
plinary group of canadian and international experts on media 
and culture, drawn from the humanities, social sciences, and 
science and technology departments within universities, 
together with artists and leading public thinkers, converged on 
toronto. one hundred speakers delivered keynotes, presenta-
tions, and debates, along with 60 academic papers. the DeW 
line Festival featured art installations and events throughout 

toronto, all representative of mcluhan’s famous quote from 
 Understanding Media: “I think of art, at its most significant, as 
a DeW line, a Distant early Warning system that can always be 
relied on to tell the old culture what is beginning to happen 
to it.” the conference and festival were co-sponsored by the 
 Faculty of Information, ryerson university, the Social Sciences 
and Humanities research council of canada, celebrate ontario, 
the ontario cultural attractions Fund, and the city of toronto 
economic Development and culture Division. 

The Faculty of Information selected four com-
munications and media experts as the first 
recipients of the mcluhan centenary Visiting 

Fellowships with the mcluhan Program in culture 
and technology. renamed in honour of mcluhan’s 
birth 100 years ago on July 21, 1911, the fellowships 
are now awarded to academics instead of students, 
and provide each recipient with $10,000 over the 
course of their residency at the university of toronto. 
this signifies a revitalization of an earlier, previously 
unpaid fellowship program. 

dr. Paolo Granata, dr. stephen Kline, dr. Eric 
McLuhan, and dr. daniel Robinson spent up to a 
half-year exploring the future, past, and present 
of marshall mcluhan’s influential theories. During 
their time at the university of toronto, the Fellows 
interacted with faculty and students, lectured at the 
iSchool’s colloquium Series, gave talks based on 
their research, hosted workshops, and participated 
in conferences. the mcluhan Program, housed at 
the Faculty of Information, wanted to expand the 
program globally. “as part of our efforts to revivify 
the mcluhan Program in culture and technology at 
the famed coach House, we wanted to emphasize 
that mcluhan’s legacy is greater than just a retelling 
of his work,” said dean seamus Ross.

Faculty Chooses First McLuhan Centenary Visiting Fellows

dR. PAoLo GRANAtA
Professor, Digital catalogues for cul-
tural Heritage at university of Bologna, 
and multimedia for cultural Heritage 
at academy of Fine arts, Bologna

dR. stEPHEN KLINE
Professor in the School of communi-
cation at Simon Fraser university, and 
Director of the media analysis lab 
at SFu

dR. dANIEL RoBINsoN
associate Professor and rogers chair 
in media Studies at the university of 
Western ontario

dR. ERIc McLuHAN
Son of marshall mcluhan, researches 
the grand renaissance of the 19th-
20th centuries

“I think of art, at its most significant, as a DeW 
line, a Distant early Warning system that can 
always be relied on to tell the old culture what 
is beginning to happen to it.”


